Venue – Mathematikon

The venue of our meeting is unique. The Mathematikon is one of the most recently constructed buildings of Heidelberg University, aiming at fostering inter and transdisciplinary research at the highest level. As a common place for science and research, industry, and culture, it is more than just its parts. The building accommodates, among others, the Interdisciplinary Center for Scientific Computing.

Im Neuenheimer Feld 205, 69120 Heidelberg

Travelling

It is convenient to reach Heidelberg either by plane or by train:

- Plane to Frankfurt am Main Airport (FRA); and ICE train to Heidelberg via Mannheim
- Plane to Stuttgart Airport (STR); S2 or S3 train to Stuttgart Hbf; and IC train to Heidelberg Hbf
- ICE train to Mannheim Hauptbahnhof; and S1, S3, or S4 train to Heidelberg Hbf

Public Transport

Heidelberg has a tram and bus system. The following lines will bring you to the venue:

- Bus 31 (direction Neuenheim, Chirurgische Klinik)
- Tram 24 (directions Handschuhsheim or Hans-Thoma Platz)

Get of at the stop Bunsengymnasium in both cases.

Hotels

You can get a university discount at the following hotels:

- Hotel Panorama
  www.panorama-heidelberg.de
  single room – 90 EUR

- Hotel NH
  www.nh-hotels.de/hotel/nh-heidelberg
  double room (single use) – 109 EUR
Agenda

**BASF Ludwigshafen**
The Ludwigshafen site is the world’s largest integrated chemical complex. The site hosts 2,000 buildings, 2,850 km of pipes and 106 km of streets.

**Schwetzingen Palace**
The palace was built in its current form in the 17th century. There are several wonderful gardens next to the palace, which reflect different styles and different epochs.

**Kulturbrauerei**
The beer brewing tradition at this place dates back to the 18th century. Even today's beer of the brewery is neither pasteurized nor filtered, which creates their one-of-a-kind, natural, fresh taste.

**Wirtshaus ‘Zum Seppl’**
The restaurant is situated in the historical centre of Heidelberg, in the neighbourhood of timber-framed buildings and narrow streets.

---

**Questions**
If you have any question, feel welcome to contact us:
Franz-Benjamin Mocnik – mocnik@uni-heidelberg.de
René Westerholt – westerholt@uni-heidelberg.de

**Poster Session on Tuesday**
Are you looking for new collaborations? Does your collaboration need any particular expertise? Present a short poster “I am looking for collaborations/collaborators …”